
K-12 EDUCATION FUNDING 

Revenue Limits / Per Pupil Aid / General Aid 

The JCF motion provided no general increase in base funding for school district operations. 

1. No increases under revenue limits: $0 per pupil adjustment, no change to low-revenue ceiling 
threshold, and no adjustments in counting pupils to mitigate steep enrollment declines in fall 2020). 

2. No increase to Per Pupil Aid: $0 per pupil adjustment, maintains current law payment ($742/pupil) 
and no weighting for students in poverty; also eliminates supplemental per pupil aid ($2.5 M).  

3. No increase to General State Aid: no additional monies to offset school district property tax levies 
(not even for levy increases that will occur w/out a per pupil adjustment, by virtue of recurring 
exemptions - i.e., base-building referenda, carryover, etc.) 

Take-away: school districts will have no ability to increase controlled revenues for ongoing school district 
operational costs in FY22 & FY23 (unless referenda are passed in fall 2022) and there will not be an 
opportunity for school districts to go to referenda for the upcoming 2021-22 school year. Federal ESSER 
& GEER funding are intended for one-time costs associated with addressing impacts of the COVID 
pandemic. Federal funds are NOT base-building funds.   
 

Categorical Aids 

The JCF motion provided increases for a handful of categorical aid programs. 

1. Special education categorical aid: funding to reach reimbursement rates of 28.2% for FY22 (FY21 
level) & 30% for FY23, and still sum certain appropriation - compared to Governor’s request to get to 
45% & 50% (JCF increased funding by $85.4 M over biennium). 

2. High-cost special education aid: funding to reach reimbursement rate of 40% for FY22 & FY23, 
with current law parameters (90% of PYAC are aided) - compared to Governor’s request to get to 
40% and 60% (JCF increased funding by $3.8 M over the biennium).  

3. School-based services/mental health collaboration grant: increase funding from $6.5 to $10.0 M 
annually - same increase requested by Governor (increase of $7.0 M over the biennium).  

4. Mental health categorical aid: double funding, from $6.0 to $12.0 million annually, under current law 
parameters, i.e., for social worker costs only & two tiers of aid - compared to Governor’s request for 
$46.5 M to expand to all types of pupil support services & collapse to one aid tier (JCF increase of 
$12.0 M over the biennium).  

5. Sparsity aid: create a second tier for aid at $100/member for sparse districts with 746-1,000 
members (DPI proposal) and fully fund estimated costs - Governor proposed no membership cap on 
tier 2 districts (JCF increase of $6.3 M over the biennium). 

6. Pupil transportation aid: increase the reimbursement rate for the highest mileage band (12+ miles) 
from $365/pupil to $375/pupil and delete current law proration of summer school transportation aid - 
same as Governor/DPI proposal. (No additional funding required).  

7. High-cost transportation aid: lower the eligibility threshold from 145% to 140% of state average 
(transportation cost/member) and modify other eligibility criteria: remove requirement that district had 
50 or fewer members/square mile and require instead that district have 3,500 or fewer members; fully 
fund estimated costs. Governor fully funded estimated costs but did not modify any eligibility criteria 
(JCF increase of $12.7 M over the biennium). 

*We will need to run some simulations to see how the eligibility criteria changes would affect aid eligibility. 

8. Gifted and Talented grants: double funding, from $237,500 to $474,400 annually - no proposal from 
Governor/DPI (JCF increase of $474,400 over the biennium) 

9. Grant for Lakeland STAR Academy (NEW): one-time grant of $250,000 in FY22 and $500,000 in 
FY23 (this is a repeat from 2019-21, Governor vetoed it).    

10. School library aid: reestimated of available funds, same as Gov proposal (estimate form BCPL: $1.7 
M in FY22 and $4.7 M in FY23, for $6.4 M over the biennium) [SEG - Common School Fund]  



 

Total change to categorical aids: $30 M in FY22, $80.2 M in FY23 = $112.2 M over the biennium 

Total change to general aid/SLTC: $0 

Total change to WCBVI/WSD:  $946,000 annually (standard budget adjustments) 

Percent change to K-12 school funding: 0.4% in FY22, 1.1% in FY23 = 0.8% over the biennium 

 

The per pupil adjustments for payments to private choice and SNSP schools, for independent charter 
schools, and for open enrollment (transfer amount) is estimated at $37 in FY22 and $64 FY23. 

 

PUBLIC LIBRARIES AND DPI OPERATIONS 
 

 
 

Held in Budget Stabilization Fund 
 

2021-23 Biennium 

Reserve GPR 
 

 $ 350,000,000 

Held in JCF Supplemental Appropriation 
  

School Safety Mapping GPR 
 

 $      2,000,000 

Benchmark Assessments GPR 
 

 $      2,000,000 

 


